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As a membership organization, the Indiana Chamber of
Commerce must tout its products and services to the
state’s business community. Those benefits, however, are

only possible through the continued investment – not only
financially, but in time and expertise – of those same members.

How do member companies help make their Indiana
Chamber an even stronger organization? A few of the ways:
• Serving on public policy committees and

actively participating in the legislative
and regulatory processes by providing
testimony, writing letters, talking to lawmakers
and giving the business community a strong voice

• Sharing knowledge and talents by speaking at employee
training seminars and authoring regulatory compliance
publications

• Participating in special events that clearly demonstrate the
power and influence of their Chamber

Indiana is the 14th largest state in the country. Your
Indiana Chamber, no matter the measurement being used, is
generally regarded as the third or fourth largest state chamber
in the country. Several Chamber departments have recently earned
top national honors for their accomplishments compared to
their national peers.

All Indiana Chamber members are special. But those who
have supported the organization for 50 or more years deserve
special recognition. Business and organizations from a variety
of industries and locations around the state are part of a 50-year
plus membership tribute on Pages 66-67.

Prior to that special listing, we take the opportunity to thank
three of our many member volunteers for their noteworthy

service in 2007. Gale Given, Tom Hirons and
Steve Walker were recognized at the November 8
Volunteer of the Year Awards Luncheon. They
are outstanding representatives of all Chamber

members and volunteer contributors.
Past Volunteer of the Year winners are:

• 2006: Jesse Brand, Ellen Gregory, Mike Wells
• 2005: Martin Jischke, Dick Miller, Christopher Schrader
• 2004: Jim Edwards, Jim Heyde, Jean Northenor
• 2003: Michael Kubacki, Jim Neustel, Sam Schlosser
• 2002: Chic Born, David Millard, Larry Stroble
• 2001: Charley Arthur, Chuck Baldwin, David Wulf
• 2000: Mary Beth Braitman, Marilyn Moran-Townsend, Ken Yerkes

From the Chamber staff, we say “thank you” to all our
members as we look forward to an outstanding 2008.
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